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TYPE-WRIT NG MACHINE. 
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To all ??h???, i? ??? concer?: 
Be it known that I, CHARLEs M. NORTH, a 

In the drawings, A is the outer frame of the 
machine, within which the operating devices 

citizen of the United States, residing at Brook- thereof are secured and supported. 
lyn, in the county of Kings and State of New 
York, have invented new and useful Improve 
ments in Type-Writing Machines, of which 
the following is a specification. 
This invention relates to type-writing ma 

chines, and particularly to that class thereof 
in which the type-bars have a longitudinally 
reciprocating motion; and the invention con 
sists in the improved construction of the type 
bars and their supporting and operating 
mechanism, and in improved means for ink 
ing the printing characters, all as hereinafter 
fully described, and more particularly pointed 
out in the claims. 

In the drawings forming part of this speci 
fication, Figure 1 is a plan view, and Fig. 3 a. 
longitudinal section, of a type-writing ma 
chine embodying my improvements, Fig. 1 
showing a portion of a paper-supporting roll 
and representing the machine without any 
inclosing case or bed, and having portions 
broken away to better disclose certain parts 
thereof, and Fig. 3 showing a section of a pa 
per-supporting roll and indicating the oper 
ative positions of certain parts in dotted lines. 
Fig. 2 is a plan view of a portion of the top 
of the machine, having portions thereof 
broken away for the purpose aforesaid. Figs. 
4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 are vertical sections of cer 
tain parts of the machine and sections of the 
paper-support thereof, all hereinafter fully 
described, and side elevations of the type-bar 
and portions of the operating devices there 
of, said figures illustrating said type-bar in 
various operating positions, all as fully de 
scribed below. Fig. 9 is a perspective view 
of the fixed and adjustable type-bar stops, 
the supporting-posts of the latter, portions of 
the lever operating said adjustable stop, and 
of the primary and auxiliary levers and the 
parts in which their inner ends are supported. 
Fig. 10 is a side elevation of the elbow-lever, 
the rear portion of one of the type-bars, and 
of a modified connection between said lever 
and type-bar. Fig. 11 is a perspective view 
of a connecting device between the primary 
and auxiliary key-levers, which is below de 
scribed. Said Fig. 3 is a section taken online 
ac, Fig. 2. 

B is the cover of the machine. 
C is a slotted guide-plate, in the slots of 

which the type-bars have a longitudinal move 
ment. 
D is a vertical border-plate attached by its 

ends to the frame A, and inclosing the outer 
ends of the key-levers, and E is a segmental 
slotted border-plate rigidly secured between 
the inner ends of the sides of frame A, and 
having a series of slots therein in a line or 
registering with the said slots in the guide 
plate C. The sides of the said frame A are 
of suitable height above the bed or table om 
which the machine may rest to accommodate 
the operative parts which are contained there 
in. The said two side plates of the frame A 
are rigidly secured in perpendicular posi 
tions by a suitable metallic angle-piece 2 at 
their rear or outer ends and by a curved bar 
3, extending between their rear ends at or 
near the lower edges of said side plates, and 
the opposite ends of said plates are secured 
to the opposite ends of the said segmental 
border-plate E. The union of said side plates 
of the frame A is still further strengthened 
by the curved bar 26, which extends between 
and is secured to said side plates at their 
converging ends, and by the curved fulcrum 
bar 27 and the curved key-lever holder 28, 
both of which are attached by their ends to 
the inner sides of said side plates. The said 
slotted guide-plate C has one end extending 
under the edge of the segmental border-plate 
E, and from thence said plate extends be 
tween the sides of the frame A toward the 
wider end of the machine, terminating, as 
shown in Fig. 3, under the curved stop-bar 
29, whose ends are attached to the inner sides 
of the frame-plates A, and said guide-plate 
is also suitably secured by its edges to the 
inner sides of said plates. 
The type-bars 4 are made, preferably, of thin 

sheet metal and have the form shown in the 
several figures of the drawings, and to the 
outer extremity of each one is fixed a thick 
ened type-heada, in which the type are fixed 
by their shanks, as shown, said type-bar hav 
ing at its rear end an arm 16, which extends 
upwardly and rearwardly, and an arm 17, ex 
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tending downward from the body of the bar 
at the rear end of the latter, and a third arm 
18, extending in an upward direction from the 
forward edge of said arm 16. 
The type-bars 4 of the machine are sup 

ported and operate one in each of the said 
grooves in the guide-plate C, and their nor 
mal position when so supported is that shown 
in dotted lines in Fig. 8, and when in this po 
tion the outer end of the type-barrests partly 
in one of the said slots in the said segmental 
border-plate E, and the rear edge of the arm 
16 on said bar rests against one edge of the 
stop-bar 29, and the outer end of the type-bar 
is held in said position with its type on the 
inking-pad 5 by the retracting force of the 
Spring 2, which acts on the elbow-lever 10. 
The devices by which each type-bar is given 

a longitudinally-reciprocating motion in its 
above-described supporting parts of the ma 
chine, whereby the types carried thereby are 
brought to an operative position over the 
paper-supporting roll 7 for printing upon 
paper carried thereon, consist of an elbow-le 
yer 10, having a pivotal connection with said 
durved bar 3, a spring 2, connected to the 
short arm of said elbow-lever and to the rear 
edge of said slotted guide-plate C, and a com 
bined connecting rod and spring 14, connected 
by one end to the long arm of said elbow-lever 
and having one of its opposite ends hooking 
through a perforation in the type-bar and its 
other or spring end engaging under the arm 
18 on said bar. 

35 
The said elbow-lever is given 

a vibratory motion by means of either one of 
twokey-levers89, lever 8 operating said el 
bow-lever independently of lever 9 and the 
latter operating lever 8 and through the lat 
ter said elbow-lever by a hook-like connection 
ac therewith. (See Fig. 9.) The said key-lever 8 
is connected with said elbow-lever 10 by a 
metal link 31. The said key-levers 8 and 9 
are supported on the edges of adjustable full 
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crum-plates 12, secured on the edge of the full 
crum-bar 27, and between the latter and the 
said curved key-lever holder 28, said levers hav 
ing such engagement with said fulcrum-plates 
and holder 28 as prevents their having any 
endwise movement therebetween. By refer 
ence to Figs. 3 and 9, and also to Fig. 5, it will 
be seen that the lever 9 has its inner end ex 
tending considerably beyond the inner end 
of the adjoining lever 8, the purpose of which 
is below described. Said levers 8 and 9 are designated, respectively, as the “primary’ 
and the “auxiliary’ levers. 
A wire link 30 is attached to the type-bar 

under the plate C, which prevents the rear 
end of the said bar from rising up. 
The said type-bar 4, as shown in the draw 

ings, has three type or printing characters at 
tached to its head, as aforesaid. One of said 
types 20 bears a small letter, the interme 
diate one 21 bears marks or figures, and the 
outer one 22 bears a capital letter; and it is 
obvious that if the said several type or print 
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ing characters are to constitute parts of writ 
ten matter on the same line on paper Sup 
ported by the roll 7 the degree of endwise 
movement of the type-bar toward said roll 
must be variable, and said variable endwise 
movement is produced by the below-described 
mechanism. On the upper edge of the said 
curved bar 26 is fixed the type-bar stop 23, 
and by the side of and slightly removed from 
the said bar 26 is hung on the posts 32 (see 
Fig. 9) a vertically-movable type-bar stop 24, 
having two offsets or ledges thereon c and 
o, with which the arm 17 on the type-bar en 
gages, as below described. The said posts 32 
are supported on the outer sides of the side 
plates of the frame A in the boxes h, which 
are secured to said plates and arms, as shown. 
The ends of said type-bar stop 24 pass through 
openings in said side plates and are clamped 
to said posts, the latter having a vertically 
sliding movement in said boxes h. The said 
stop 24 is capable of being operated to move it 
upward by the said key-lever 9, one end of 
which extends under it, and by the shifting 
lever 13, as and for the purposes below de 
scribed, and when free it again drops to its 
normal or lowest position, or to that shown 
in Fig. 3. 
An inking-pad 5, having an ink-absorbing 

cover of felt or other suitable material, is at 
tached to a suitable curved plate, and is sup 
ported directly under the type-head a of the 
type-bar when the latter is át rest, as shown 
in Fig. 8 in dotted lines. The support for said 
inking-pad consists, preferably, of a vertical 
post 6, to the upper end of which the inking 
pad is attached, and the lower end of said 
post enters a suitable perforation in a block, 
as shown, and is vertically adjustable therein 
to bring the inked surface of the pad to a 
proper position under the said type-head a to 
permit the type to rest upon it, and thereby be 
come inked. A screw in said block is adapted 
to screw against the post 6 and hold it and 
the inking-pad in such position as they may 
be adjusted to. 
The modified construction of the connec 

tion between the long arm of the elbow-lever 
10 and the type-bar shown in Fig. 10 provides 
for dispensing with the combined connecting 
rod and spring 14, as shown in Fig. 3, by 
making a spring-arm y (either with or with 
out the coil m, therein) as an integral part of 
said elbow-lever and passing its end through 
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a perforation in the type-bar, then curving it , 
upward, and finallyhooking it under the arm 
18. The connection thus made between the 
elbow-lever and the type-bar serves to impart 
the requisite reciprocating horizontal motions 
to the type-bar and to swing its type-bearing 
end upward, as does said connecting rod and 
spring, and is more simple in construction. 
In Fig. 11 is illustrated a manner of attach 

ing the lever-hook ac to the key-lever 9 when 
the latter is made of wood or other non-me 
tallic material, which consists in attaching said 
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hook to a-shell K, of sheet metal, and said 
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shell is wrapped around and suitably secured 
on the said key-lever. 
The operation of the within-describedim 

provements is as follows, and in describing 
the same reference is particularly made to 
Figs. 4 to S, inclusive, which illustrate the va 
rious positions of the type-bar and the type 
bar stops above referred to during said op 
eration, said illustrations being necessary to 
a clear understanding thereof: Presuming 
that the types 20, 21, and 22 are inked, either 
One or all of them, and that a sentence is to 
be written commencing with the usual capital 
letter, the operator first bears down upon the 
end of the shifting-lever 13, thereby lifting 
the type-bar stop 24 to the position shown in 
Fig. 5, and while holding said lever in that 
position the operator strikes the end of a key 
lever 8 or a primary lever, thereby operating 
the elbow-lever 10 and the type-bar, and 
throwing the latter outward to the position 
shown in said last - named figure, thereby 
bringing the type character 22 directly over 
the center of the paper-roll 7, and bringing 
the lower end of the arm 17 on the type-bar 
forcibly against the vertical face of the ledge 
O of the adjustable type-bar stop 24, and 
thereby causing the outer end of the type-bar 
to be thrown downward, as indicated by 
dotted lines in Fig. 7, whereby the said capi 
talletter is caused to strike the paper, and 
immediately the type-bearing end of the type 
bar Swings up to the position shown in said 
Fig. 5, and upon the operator's releasing the 
key-lever the retracting-spring 2, connected 
with the shortarm of the elbow-lever 10, swings 
said leverbackward, and the type-bar is there 
by drawn back to the position shown in Fig. 3, 
and as it comes back with considerable force 
the arm 16 of the type-bar strikes the edge of 
the stop-bar 29, thereby causing the type-bear 
ing end of said bar to be thrown downward, 
thereby bringing the faces of the types against 
the top of the inking-pad 5, as indicated in Fig. 
8 in dotted lines, and after printing said capi 
tal the shifting-lever 13 is freed to allow the 
type-bar stop 24 to drop to its normal position. 
ASSuming that the operator then commences 
to Write a word beginning with a small letter 
20, the type-bar is given its aforesaid forward 
motion by striking the requisite key-lever 8; 
but in this instance the arm 17 of the type 
lever is brought forcibly against the edge of 
the fixed type-bar stop 23, which allows of 
more endwise motion to the type-bar than in 
the first instance, whereby the said small let 
ter is brought over the center of the paper 
roll, as indicated in Fig. 7, and the end of the 
type-bar in this instance has then the same 
vibratory motion toward and from said roll as 
when said capital was printed, and upon releas 
ing the key-lever the type-bar moves back to 
its normal position, and the same motion is 
given to its type-bearing end, whereby the 
types are inked, as before. 

connecting-rod 14, the tendency of whose end 
which is connected to the arm 18 of the type 
bar is to swing upward, causes by said tend 
ency, the lifting of the type-bearing end of 
the type-bar from the paper-roll and the ink 
ing-pad, as above described. 
that the operator desires to print some punct 
uation-mark or figure after the aforesaid 
small letter, the auxiliary key-lever 9 is 
pressed down, and by the engagement of its 
inner end under the movable type-bar stop 
24 causes the latter to be raised, and by the 
engagement of said auxiliary lever 9 by its 
hook a with the primary key-lever 8 the lat 
ter is likewise made to follow the downward 
movement of said auxiliary lever, and conse 
quently the type-bar which carries the said 
punctuation-mark or figure is given the above 
described forward movement to bring said 
mark or figure over the center of the paper 
roll. 7, as shown in Fig. 4, and the type-bar is 
stopped in that position, and the said type is 
made to strike the paper, as aforesaid, by the 
engagement of the arm 17 with the vertical 
face of the ledge c of the movable type-bar 
stop 24, as shown in Fig. 4, and upon releas 
ing the said two key-levers the type-bar moves 
back to the position shown in Fig. 3, the same 
vibratory motion taking place over the paper 
supporting roll and the inking-pad, as afore 
said. - 

In practice the letters are connected with 
the primary key-levers and the marks and 
figures with the auxiliary levers, this being 
the preferable arrangement. 

In the last-described operation, whereby the 
mark or figure is printed, it will be observed 

, IO5 that the type-bar stop 24 is raised only to 
such height opposite the edge of the fixed 
stop 23 as will bring the ledge c to a position 
where it will arrest the movement of the 
type-bar by the engagement of the arm 17 
with said ledge, and upon the release of the 
key-levers said stop resumes its normal po 
sition. To cause the last-named partial up 
ward movement of the stop 24, the end of the 
lever 9 beyond its fulcrum is made consider 
ably shorter than the corresponding end of 
the shifting-lever 13. 

In the drawings a paper-supporting roll 7 
is simply indicated in the position which, in 
practice, such a roll occupies-that is to say, 
extending in front of the end of the ma 
chime-as shown in Fig. 1, and having its up 
per side, upon which the printed portion of 
the paper which it may bearis operated upon, 
below the normal plane of the faces of the 
types or printing characters, as shown in Fig. 
3. None of the ordinary supporting devices 
and devices for rotating said roll and caus 
ing it to have the usual longitudinal move 
ment while printing is being done are shown 
in the drawings, for the reason that the roll 
and said devices form no part of the im 
provements described and claimed in the 
present application, and any suitable rolland 
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It should be ob 
served that the upper spring portion of the devices referred to may be used in connec 
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tion with the above-described type-writing mechanism. 
I disclaim 
In a type-writer, the combination of a se 

ries of lower-case keys and levers actuated 
thereby, with a special capital key and lever 
for each lower-case key, and fulcra for the le 
vers located to establish and maintain prox 
inity and correlation of the keys. 

In a type-writer, the combination of a se 
ries of lower-case keys and levers connected 
therewith, with a series of special capital 
keys and levers-one for each lower-case key 

2 ? 

in operative relation there with-and a com 
imon fulcrum for the two levers, whereby the 
operative relation of the keys is maintained. 
In a type-writer having a type-shifting 

mechanism, the combination, with a special 
capital-key lying upon or replacing part of 
a letter-key, of a lever attached to the same, 
a fulcrum therefor coincident with that of 
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the letter-key, and the type-shifting mechan 
ism in operative relation therewith. 
What I claim as my invention is 
1. In a type-writer, a horizontally-moving 

type-bar, a slotted guide-plate through which 
a supporting part of said type-bar projects, 
whereby said bar is maintained with its sides 
in substantially a vertical plane, a segmental 
border-plate rigidly secured to the end of said 
guide-plate, having therein slots registering 
with the slots in said guide-plate, the slots in 
said border-plate being open at their lower 
edges, thereby permitting the extremities of 
the type-bar to vibrate downwardly in print 
ing and inking, combin?d with a support for 
the paper on which the matter is written, ar 
ranged below the normal plane of the types, 
substantially as set forth. 

2. In combination, a paper-supporting roll 
er, an inking-pad, a longitudinally-recipro 
cating type-bar carrying several printing char 
acters and having thereon two stop-arms, and 
two fixed stops with which said arms engage 
at the extremities of the reciprocating move 
ments of said type-bar, whereby the type-bear 
ing end of said baris givena vibratory move 
ment over the paper-support and over the 
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inking-pad, and an operating-key lever, and 
connections between the same and said type- 5o bar for imparting said reciprocating move 

p 

ments thereto, substantially as set forth. 
3. In combination, a horizontally-recipro 

cating type-bar having an arm thereon at 
right angles to the direction of its move- 55 
ment, on which is a second arm in a line with 
said bar, an elbow-lever pivoted to the machine, 
a combined connecting rod and spring form 
ing a connection between said right-angled 
arm and the elbow-lever, said spring engag- 6o 
ing with said second arm to swing the free 
end of the type-bar upward, substantially as 
set forth. 

4. The combination, in a type-writing ma 
chine, of a horizontally-reciprocating type- 65 
bar, an elbow-lever pivoted to the machine, 
and a spring-connection between said type 
bar and elbow-lever, whereby the reciprocat 
ing movements are imparted to said bar and 
its type-bearing end is caused to swing up- 7o 
ward from the inking-pad and from the pa 
per-supporting roll of said machine, substan 
tially as set forth. 

5. In a type-writing machine, a type-bar 
having a longitudinally-reciprocating motion 75 
and a stop-arm thereon, combined with a stop 
with which said arm engages, whereby the 
movement of said bar is arrested and its type 
bearing end is swung against the paper-sup 
ort of the machine, said stop being movable 8o 

toward and from said arm, and a lever for 
operating said stop, substantially as set forth. 

6. In a type-writing machine, a type-bar 
having alongitudinally-reciprocating motion 
and a stop-arm thereon, combined with a stop 35 
having a variable degree of movement with 
which said arm engages, whereby the move 
ment of said bar is arrested and its type-bear 
ing end is swung agrainst the paper-support 
of the machine, said stop being movable to- 9o 
ward and from said arm, and levers for oper 
ating said stop, substantially as set forth. 

CHAS. M. NORTEI. 
Witnesses: 

EDWARD B. SPERRY, 
JOHN SINCLAIR. 

  


